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inluding omputer graphis, physial simulation, ollisiondetetion, and geographi information systems, triangula-tions have been widely studied in omputational geometryand the above areas [9, 12℄. With the advanement in teh-nology, many appliations, for instane, video games, virtualreality, dynami simulations, and robotis all for maintain-ing a triangulation as the points move. For example, thearbitrary Eulerian-Lagrangian method [11℄ provides a wayto integrate the motion of uids and solids within a mov-ing �nite-element mesh. The time axis is disretized andthe mesh verties are moved between eah time step so asto respet the interfaes between the di�erent media. How-ever, numerial problems arise when the mesh beomes toodistorted, and the mesh generated depends on the disretiza-tion of time. Another approah to build more adaptive tri-angulations for suh problems is to work in the spae-timedomain [13℄.Given a set S of points in R2 , eah moving independently,we wish to maintain a triangulation of S. As the points inS move, any �xed triangulation of S also deforms ontin-uously. However, a triangulation omputed for the initialon�guration annot be guaranteed to remain valid all thetime. Therefore, it beomes neessary to update a triangu-lation over time by deleting some of the existing edges andinserting some other edges. We refer to eah suh insertionor deletion in the triangulation as a topologial event. Thetopologial events our only at disrete time instanes. Inthis paper we study how to maintain a triangulation so thatthe number of topologial events is near quadrati.1.1 Related workSine Atallah's seminal paper [7℄ on kineti geometry, muhwork has been devoted to this area due to its importanein both theory and appliations of omputational geometry;see [3, 5, 14℄ for reviews on kineti geometri algorithms anddata strutures. The early work on kineti geometry mostlyfoused on bounding the number of ombinatorial or topo-logial hanges in various geometri strutures as the inputobjets move. Bash et al. [8℄ introdued a general frame-work, the so-alled kineti data struture (KDS), for main-taining a disrete attribute of objets in preditable motion.Their approah to maintain a given attribute A(t) for a on-tinuously hanging sene S(t) is as follows: at a given timet, we reate a proof of orretness of the attribute based onelementary tests alled erti�ates. For eah erti�ate, weompute the time at whih it fails and put it in a global



event queue. As the attribute annot hange while all testsremain valid, it is unneessary to perform any omputationuntil the �rst erti�ate fails. When a erti�ate fails, thedisrete attribute is updated if it needs to be, and a newproof of orretness is onstruted by making ertain modi�-ations to the previous proof of orretness. Their approahled to eÆient algorithms for several kineti problems [14℄.In the ontext of triangulation, a longstanding open prob-lem is to bound the number of topologial events in the De-launay triangulation of a set of moving points in R2 . Thebest known upper bound is near-ubi if trajetories of in-put points are algebrai urves of �xed degree; the boundis ubi if the trajetories are linear [6℄. Although it is on-jetured that the number of topologial hanges is O(n2),no suh bound is known even for maintaining an arbitrarytriangulation of a set of moving points in R2 . Agarwal etal. [2℄ desribed a sheme for maintaining a triangulation ofa set of points that inurs roughly n7=3 topologial hangesif the points are moving linearly. Chew [10℄ proved that theL1 Delaunay triangulation of S hanges O(n2�(n)) times,where �(n) is the inverse Akermann funtion; however, theL1 Delaunay triangulation is not neessarily a triangulationof the onvex hull of the point set.Agarwal et al. [1℄ showed that the onvex hull of a movingpoint set may hange �(n2) times if the points are movinglinearly; this result immediately implies a lower bound 
(n2)on the number of topologial hanges to any triangulation.This lower bound on the number of topologial events holdseven if linear number of Steiner points are allowed [4℄.1.2 Our resultsLet S = fp1; : : : ; png be a set of points moving in R2 . Letpi(t) = (xi(t); yi(t)) denote the position of pi at time t, andlet S(t) denote the on�guration of S at time t. We assumethat xi(�); yi(�) are polynomials of �xed degree. We desribea kineti data struture for maintaining a triangulation ofS(t) that proesses n22O(plog n�log logn) topologial events,eah of whih is insertion or deletion of an edge. Eah topo-logial event an be proessed in O(log n) time. This is the�rst kineti data struture for maintaining a triangulationthat proesses near-quadrati topologial events. The num-ber of events an be redued to nk � 2O(plog k�log log n) if onlyk of the points are moving.Our algorithm relies on a randomized hierarhial sheme.We �rst desribe the so-alled fan triangulation (Setion 2),originally introdued in [2℄, and then introdue the notionof onstrained fan triangulation with respet to a planarsubdivision (Setion 3). We hoose a random sample R � S,ompute a triangulation of R reursively, and then omputethe onstrained fan triangulation of S with respet to thetriangulation omputed for R (Setion 4). We analyze theevents in onstrained fan triangulation and show that if Ris a random subset of appropriate size, the total number ofevents is near-quadrati (Setion 5).2. Fan TriangulationLet S = fp1; � � � ; png be a set of n (stationary) points inR2 , sorted in non-inreasing order of their y-oordinates,i.e., y(p1) � y(p2) : : : � y(pn). For a point q 2 R2 , letSq = fpi 2 S j y(pi) > y(q)g. Denote by V(q) the set ofverties of � onv(Sq) that are visible from q, i.e., pi 2 V(q)

if the relative interior of the segment qpi does not inter-set onv(Sq). Furthermore, let �(q) denote the point fromV(q) suh that the oriented line ���!q�(q) is the left tangentof onv(Sq), and let (q) denote the point from V(q) suhthat the oriented line ���!q(q) is the right tangent of onv(Sq).Obviously, V(q) is the subset of verties on � onv(Sq) ly-ing between �(q) and (q), assuming that the verties areordered in ounterlokwise diretion.The fan triangulation of S is onstruted by sweeping ahorizontal line h from y = +1 to y = �1. At any timethe algorithm maintains the fan triangulation of points fromS that lie above h. It updates the triangulation when thesweep line rosses a point pi 2 S by adding the edges pipjfor all pj 2 V(pi); see Figure 1. The triangulation at the endof the sweep is the fan triangulation of S, whih we denoteas F(S).We lassify the edges of F(S) inident upon a point pi 2 Sinto two lasses:(i) up edges: edges pipj so that j < i; pj is also referredto as an up neighbor of pi.(ii) down edges: edges pipj so that j > i; pj is also alleda down neighbor of pi. Furthermore, if pi = �(pj) orpi = (pj), then edge pipj is referred to as a onvexedge, otherwise, it is a reex edge.The following properties of F(S) are straightforward toprove.(F1) For 1 � i < n, pipi+1 is an edge of F(S).(F2) For eah point pi, at most one of its down edges is areex edge. In partiular, let pipj1 ; pipj2 ; � � � ; pipjk bethe sequene of the down edges inident upon pi sortedin lokwise diretion. Then either j1 < � � � < jk andpi = �(pjl) for l < k (l � k if pipjk is not a reexedge), or j1 > � � � > jk and pi = (pjl) for l < k (l � kif pipjk is not a reex edge).Now suppose we are given a set of moving points S(t) =fp1(t); p2(t); : : : ; pn(t)g in the plane, and we wish to main-tain F(S(t)) for any t 2 R. As the points from S move,F(S(t)) deforms ontinuously. But the topology of F(S(t))hanges only at disrete times, whih we refer to as events.Note the di�erene between events and topologial events:an event may ause multiple topologial events to the trian-gulation. As observed in [2℄, there are two types of events.Ordering event. The y-oordinates of two points pi and pjbeome equal at time t0. Assume that y(pi(t�0 )) > y(pj(t�0 ))and y(pi(t+0 )) < y(pj(t+0 )), where t�0 is the time immedi-ately before t0 and t+0 is the time immediately after t0. Byproperty (F1), pi(t�0 )pj(t�0 ) and pj(t+0 )pi(t+0 ) are present inF(S(t�0 )) and F(S(t+0 )), respetively. In fat, both of themare neessarily onvex edges; assume pi(t�0 ) = �(pj(t�0 )) andpj(t+0 ) = (pi(t+0 )). Let pk1 ; pk2 ; � � � ; pku be the sequene ofverties in Vpipj (t0) = V(pi(t�0 ))\V(pj(t+0 )) ordered in oun-terlokwise diretion along � onv(Spi(t0)). Obviously, attime t�0 , pklpi, for all 1 � l � u, and pkupj are edges inF(S(t�0 )), while at time t+0 , pklpj , for all 1 � l � u, andpk1pi are edges in F(S(t+0 )). So to update the triangulation,we delete the edges pk2pi; � � � ; pkupi and insert the edgespk1pj ; � � � ; pku�1pj to obtain F(S(t+0 )). See Figure 2 (a).Hene, an ordering event indues O(jVpipj (t0)j) topologialevents.
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Figure 1. Constrution of fan triangulation at various stages | the point denoted by double irle is being inserted, and the thikedges are added.

pi pj pi pjpk1 pku pkupk1
(a)pipl plpj pjpipkpk
(b)Figure 2. (a) Ordering event. Points denoted by hollow irlesare from Vpipj (t0). (b) Visibility event.Visibility event. For a point pj 2 S, either �(pj) or (pj)hanges at time t0. Suppose that pi(t�0 ) = �(pj(t�0 )) andpk(t+0 ) = �(pj(t+0 )) with y(pk(t0)) > y(pi(t0)); the otherases are symmetri. Then pi(t0), pj(t0), and pk(t0) areollinear. Furthermore, among all the onvex edges inidentupon pi at t�0 , pipj is the leftmost edge. It then follows fromproperty (F2) of the fan triangulation that there is at mostone edge (the reex edge), say pipl, between pipj and pipkin lokwise order around pi. If pipl does not exist, then pi,pj , and pk are ollinear on � onv(S(t0)). To update the fantriangulation, we delete the edge pipl (if it exists) and insertthe edge pjpk (Figure 2 (b)). Eah visibility event induesO(1) topologial events.In order to detet the above events, we maintain threefamilies of erti�ates:(i) For eah edge pipj 2 F(S(t)), the next time t0 at whihy(pi(t0)) = y(pj(t0)).(ii) For eah triangle pipjpk 2 F(S(t)), with y(pj) < y(pi)< y(pk), the next time t0 at whih pi(t0) 2 pj(t0)pk(t0).(iii) For eah point pi, let pj be the point with the minimumy-oordinate so that pi = �(pj) (resp. pi = (pj)) if itexists. We add the time t0 at whih pj(t0); pi(t0); and�(pi(t0)) (resp. (pi(t0))) beome ollinear.

By our above disussion, it is easy to verify that these er-ti�ates detet all events. Moreover, eah topologial eventan be proessed in O(log n) time, inluding the time spentin updating the global event queue.3. Constrained Fan TriangulationIn this setion we introdue the notion of onstrained fantriangulation and show how to maintain it under motion. Asearlier, let S = fp1; � � � ; png be a set of n (stationary) pointsin R2 sorted in non-inreasing order of their y-oordinates,and let � be a set of segments with pairwise-disjoint interiorswhose endpoints lie in S. We will be mostly interested inthe ase in whih � is a triangulation of a subset R � S,but we give the de�nition for the general setting.We onstrut the onstrained fan triangulation of S bysweeping a horizontal line h from y = +1 to y = �1. LetF(0) = �, and let F(i�1) be the partial triangulation om-puted after the sweep line has proessed pi�1. If the interiorof segment pipj , for j < i, does not interset F(i�1), thenpipj is alled visible with respet to F(i�1). De�ne V(pi),�(pi), and (pi) similarly as before, under the modi�ed on-ept of visibility (with respet to F(i�1)); note that �(pi) and(pi) might be di�erent with respet to di�erent �. Whenthe sweep line rosses pi, we ompute F(i) by adding theedges pipj for all verties pj from V(pi). See Figure 3. Notethat unlike in the sweeping proess to onstrut the fan tri-angulation, F(i) might not be a triangulation; it is possiblethat only one point from p1; : : : ; pi�1 is visible from pi dueto the onstraint �, in whih ase we add only one edge toF(i), and this \dangling" edge of F(i) will beome part ofa triangle at a later stage; see the edge inident upon p2 inF(6) of Figure 3. The �nal triangulation F(n) is the on-strained fan triangulation of S (with respet to �), denotedby F(S;�).Observe that if � = � onv(S), then F(S;�) = F(S). If� is a triangulation of a subset R � S, then � partitions Sinto various subsets: S� = S \� (inluding verties of �),where � 2 � is a triangle or � = � is the exterior of theonvex hull of R. By the above observation, the onstrainedfan triangulation F(S;�) restrited to S� is the same asF(S�) for � 2 �. Hene, F(S;�) an be omputed byonstruting independently F(S�) for eah triangle � 2� and onstruting F(S�; � onv(R)) within the exterior ofonv(R), i.e., the onstrained fan triangulation of S� withrespet to the boundary of onv(R).The following properties of onstrained fan triangulationare generalizations of (F1) and (F2).



h h hp2
F(0) F(6) F(13)Figure 3. Construting onstrained fan triangulation with respet to � (thik edges) at various stages.(C1) For j < i, if pj is the lowest vertex visible from pi,then pjpi is an edge in F(S;�).(C2) If pipj1 ; � � � ; pipjk are the down edges inident uponpi sorted in lokwise diretion so that no edges of� lie between them, then either j1 < � � � < jk andpi = �(pjl) for l < k (l � k if pipjk is not a reexedge), or j1 > � � � > jk and pi = (pjl) for l < k (l � kif pipjk is not a reex edge).Next, we desribe how to maintain F(S;�) as the pointsin S move. For the time being, we assume that � is atriangulation of a subset R � S and that motion is suhthat the topology of � does not hange and remains a validtriangulation of R throughout the motion. In addition toordering and visibility events, a new type of event, alledrossing event, arises when a point of S nR rosses an edgeof �. In the following, we disuss eah of them.Ordering event. There are two points pi; pj 2 S so that(i) pi(t0) is visible from pj(t0) with respet to �, and (ii)y(pi(t0)) = y(pj(t0)). An ordering event is proessed in thesame way as in Setion 2. If pi(t0) is not visible from pj(t0),then F(S;�) does not hange at t0. Note that, the visibilityrelation between two points an hange only by a rossingor a visibility event desribed below.Visibility event. For a point pi 2 S, either �(pi) or (pi)hanges at time t0, and pi does not ross any edge of �during [t�0 ; t+0 ℄. We proess this event in the same way asin Setion 2. Note that �(pi) or (pi) ould also hange aspi rosses some edge from �, whih will be overed by therossing event below.Crossing event. A point pi rosses an edge pjpk of � attime t0; assume y(pk(t0)) > y(pj(t0)). Reall that � is atriangulation of a subset of S. � partitions R2 into severalonneted omponents, eah region being either a triangleof � or the exterior of onv(R). Suppose pi moves from theregion �� to �+. Let S�� (resp. S�+) be the subset ofpoints of S in �� (resp. �+) at t�0 . Then the rossing eventorresponds to deleting pi from S�� , inserting it into S�+ ,and updating the triangulations in �� and �+. First, letus onsider ��.Given an arbitrary point q 2 S, the star of q, denoted bySt(q), is the union of triangles adjaent to q. St(q) is a star-shaped polygon with q in its kernel | every point in St(q) isvisible from q. The link of q, denoted by Lk(q), is de�ned as�St(q). Lk(q) is a losed polygonal urve. If q 2 � onv(S),then q 2 Lk(q); otherwise q lies in the interior of St(q).Given the fan triangulation of S, Lk(q) onsists of a onvexhain, orresponding to the up neighbors of q, a y-monotone

polygonal hain, orresponding to the down neighbors of q,and one more edge that onnets the lowest neighbor of q toan up neighbor of q (or to q if q 2 � onv(S))); see Figure 4.If pi 2 � onv(S) at time t�0 (in whih ase �� representsthe exterior of onv(R)), we an simply remove edges pipkand pipj from F(S(t�0 );�). We now assume that pi(t�0 ) =2� onv(S(t�0 )), implying that pi(t�0 ) =2 Lk(pi(t�0 )). The fol-lowing lemma is straightforward to prove.Lemma 3.1. Within ��, any edge from F(S(t�0 );�) notinident upon pi at time t�0 is present in F(S(t);�) for allt 2 [t�0 ; t+0 ℄.In view of Lemma 3.1, we delete the edges inident uponpi at time t�0 and re-triangulate within Lk(pi(t�0 )). The por-tion of the triangulation on and outside Lk(pi(t�0 )) remainsunhanged. We re-triangulate within Lk(pi(t�0 )) as follows(Figure 4). Let Q = hpk = q0; q1; � � � ; qw; qw+1; � � � ; qu = pjibe the sequene of verties on Lk(pi), where q0; q1; � � � ; qwis the onvex hain formed by the up neighbors of pi, andy(pi) > y(qw+1) > y(qw+2) > � � � > y(qu). Sine q0; � � � ; qware already in onvex position, we only visit qw+1; � � � ; qu inorder. Without loss of generality, assume that pi lies to theright of the edge pkpj at time t�0 , i.e., pi rosses pkpj fromright to left; the other ase an be handled symmetrially.Suppose we have proessed qw+1; � � � ; qz�1, i.e., added thenew edges inident upon them. We maintain a subsequeneof Q�(z�1) = hqz�1 = �0(qz�1); �(qz�1); �2(qz�1); �3(qz�1); � � � i;i.e., the verties that appear on the left boundary of theonvex hull of q0; � � � ; qz�1. If qz�1; �(qz�1); � � � ; �l(qz�1) arevisible from qz, we then add the edges qzqz�1; qz�(qz�1); � � � ,qz�l(qz�1), delete qz�1; � � � ; �l�1(qz�1) from the sequene,set �(z) = hqz; �(qz) = �l(qz�1); �l+1(qz�1); � � � i, and repeatthis proess for qz+1 unless z = u.Next, we desribe how to insert pi into �+ and onstrutF(S�+ [fpig) at time t+0 from F(S�+). Roughly speaking,we need to do opposite of what we did in ��. That is, weidentify Lk(pi(t+0 )) in F(S�+ [ fpig), delete the edges ofF(S�+) that lie within the polygon formed by Lk(pi(t+0 )),and onnet pi to all the verties on Lk(pi(t+0 )) to formSt(pi(t+0 )). We assume that �+ lies to the left of pkpj . Thefollowing proedure performs these steps simultaneously.Let pl be the vertex in �+ adjaent to the edge pjpk attime t�0 . If pl does not exist, then pjpk is an edge of onv(S),and pi beomes a vertex of onv(S), in whih ase we simplyadd the triangle pipjpk. We thus assume that pl exists. Weadd the edges pipj , pipk, and pipl. We maintain a stakS of triangles. Initially, we push piplpj and pipkpl to S



pk = q0
pj = qu qw+1qwq2q1pi q2q1 qwqw+1pj = qu

pk = q0pi
(a) (b)pk = q0

pj = qu qw+1qwq2q1pi pk = q0
pj = qu qw+1qwq2q1pi

() (d)Figure 4. Re-triangulation of St(pi(t�0 )) after deleting pi. Thethik polygonal hain in (a) is Lk(pi(t�0 )).(with the latter being on the top of S). We perform thefollowing proedure until S beomes empty. An example isillustrated in Figure 6. For a triangle pipwpz with y(pw) >y(pz), we de�ne the region � (pipwpz) to be the intersetionof the following three halfplanes: (i) y > y(pz); (ii) thehalfplane bounded by the line pipw ontaining pz; and (iii)the halfplane bounded by the line pwpz that does not ontainpi; see Figure 5. Intuitively, this region ontains points thatpotentially should be visible to pi if edge pwpz does not exist.
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pz� (pipwpz)pv pvFigure 5. If pv lies inside the shaded region �(pipwpz), then anedge ip is performed.(1) Remove the top triangle pipwpz from S. Assume thaty(pw) > y(pz).(2) If pwpz is an edge of the onvex hull, or y(pz) > y(pi),go to Step 1.(3) Let pv be the other vertex adjaent to edge pwpz. Ifpv =2 � (pipwpz), go to Step 1.(4) Delete the edge pwpz, and insert the edge pipv (an edgeip).(5) Push the triangle pipvpz to S.(6) Push the triangle pipwpv to S.

pipj
pkpl pj

pkpi(a) (b)
pj

pkpi pi pkpj() (d)Figure 6. Updating F(S�+) after inserting pi | the shadedtriangle is being proessed.By indution, one easily observe that the above algorithmonstruts a valid triangulation F within �+. Let F� andF+ denote the fan triangulation within �+ at time t�0 andt+0 respetively.Lemma 3.2. F as onstruted by the above proedure isthe same as F+.Proof. Observe that if an edge from F or F+ does nothave pi as an endpoint, then the edge is present in F� aswell, beause the newly added edges in F or F+ are alladjaent to pi. Therefore, we only have to prove that theabove proedure orretly identi�es Lk(pi) in F+. Let Q =hpk = q0; q1; � � � ; qu = pji be the sequene of neighbors ofpi in the resulting triangulation F . To prove the lemma,we need to show that (i) any piqz for 0 � z � u exists inF+, and (ii) for any pipz 2 F+, pz 2 Q. The �rst laim iseasily shown by indution on the order in whih the edgeswere added by the above proedure. At any time, the newlyadded edge is guaranteed to be present in F+. We skeththe proof for the seond laim below.We prove the seond laim by ontradition. By the �rstlaim, Q is a subset of Lk(pi) at time t+0 in F+. Therefore,similar to Lk(pi), Q onsists of a onvex hain q0; q1; : : : ; qw,orresponding to the up neighbors of pi in Q, a y-monotonepolygonal hain qw+1; : : : ; qu, orresponding to the downneighbors of pi in Q, and edge q0qu (i.e., pkpj). More-over, edges piq0; � � � ; piqu are ordered in lokwise or oun-terlokwise order around pi. Assume that qs and qs+1 aretwo onseutive verties of Q suh that there exists a pointq 2 Lk(pi) lying between points qs and qs+1 along Lk(pi).Obviously, q lies inside the wedge formed by ��!piqs and ����!piqs+1,as Lk(pi) is star-shaped. We now distinguish two ases, eahof whih leads to a ontradition.1. s + 1 � w. As q0; : : : ; qw form a subset of a onvexhain, triangle piqsqs+1 ontains point q (Figure 7 (a)).By onstrution, piqsqs+1 is a triangle in F . But F is avalid triangulation, so triangle piqsqs+1 annot ontainany of the input point, a ontradition.



qs+1 piqsq qs+1qs piq(a) (b)
pvqs+1qs piq piqs qs+1pv q() (d)Figure 7. Dashed polygon is Lk(pi), with points denoted byhollow irles being verties of Q. (a) (b) q lies inside trianglepiqsqs+1; and () (d) q lies in the region �(piqsqs+1) (shaded),but triangle pvqsqs+1 prevents vertex q from being onneted topi. All ases lead to a ontradition.2. s + 1 > w. Reall that q lies in the wedge formedby the rays ��!piqs and ����!piqs+1. If q 2 �piqsqs+1, thenwe arrive at the same ontradition as in ase 1 (Fig-ure 7 (b)). So q lies in the halfplane bounded by qsqs+1that does not ontain pi. Moreover, sine qs+1 lies onthe y-monotone part of Lk(pi) and q lies between qsand qs+1 along Lk(pi), we have y(q) > y(qs+1), im-plying that q 2 � (piqsqs+1). As qs and qs+1 are twoonseutive neighbors of pi in F , piqsqs+1 must havebeen proessed at some moment. The fat that piqwas not added at that time implies that there was an-other triangle, say, pvqsqs+1 2 F�, inident upon edgeqsqs+1, and pv =2 � (piqsqs+1). Notie that q is notontained in either triangle pvqsqs+1 or piqsqs+1. Nowassume pv lies below qs+1 (Figure 7 ()). However,in this ase, edge pvqs ould not have been present inF� as it rosses edge qqs+1, but both points q andqs+1 are above pv. Contradition. The other ase inwhih pv lies above line piqs an be handled similarly(Figure 7 (d)).This proves the seond laim, and the lemma follows.Note that the number of topologial events indued bya rossing event is proportional to the old degree plus thenew degree of pi. Eah topologial event an be handledin O(log n) time, inluding the time spent in updating theglobal event queue.To detet all the three types of events, we an maintain thesame three families of erti�ates as for a fan triangulation.4. Hierarhial Fan TriangulationWe now use the onstrained fan triangulation to de�ne ahierarhial fan triangulation F . Let ; = R0 � R1 � � � � �

Figure 8. A hierarhial fan triangulation with three levels |points in the �rst level are denoted by double irles, seond levelby hollow irles, and third level by blak irles.Rw = S. Set F0 = ;, and for i � 1, de�ne Fi = F(Ri;Fi�1),i.e., Fi is the onstrained fan triangulation of Ri with respetto Fi�1. By onstrution, F1 is the fan triangulation of R1and Fi�1 � Fi. Set F = Fw. See Figure 8 for an example.Hereditary event. As the points move, eah Fi deformsontinuously. The topology of F hanges when there is anordering, a visibility, or a rossing event in one of Fi's, and itan be proessed as desribed in Setions 2 and 3. However,a topologial hange in Fi also propagates hanges in Fj forj > i, as the insertion or deletion of an edge in Fi a�ets thevisibility of points in Rj . We refer to an event in Fi+1 ausedby another event in Fi, as a hereditary event of Fi+1. Weproess hereditary events as follows. If onv(Ri) hanges,i.e., a point q 2 Ri appears or disappears on onv(Ri), weupdate Fi+1 within the exterior of onv(Ri) by inserting ordeleting q as desribed in the rossing event of Setion 3.The number of topologial events in this ase is propor-tional to the new degree (if q is inserted) or old degree (if qis deleted) of q within the exterior of onv(Ri). Moreover,if a triangle � in Fi is destroyed due to an edge insertion ordeletion, we simply delete all the edges of Fi+1 lying inside�. As destroying a triangle unavoidably leads to reationof other triangle(s), we only desribe how we perform reon-strution after reating a new triangle. Suppose a triangle� is reated in Fi, we reonstrut a�eted portion of Fi+1.More spei�ally, let R�i+1 = Ri+1 \ �. We onstrut thefan triangulation F(R�i+1) inside �. The number of topolog-ial events in eah newly reated triangle � an be boundedby O(jR�i+1j). Eah topologial event indued by hereditaryevents an be handled in O(log n) time, inluding the timespent in updating the global event queue.In the next setion, we analyze the performane of thehierarhial fan triangulation, assuming that Ri is a randomsubset of Ri+1 of an appropriate size.5. AnalysisIn the hierarhial fan triangulation F de�ned in Setion 4,let w = lplog n= log log nm be the number of levels in F ,and Ri�1 a random subset of Ri of sizeminnjRij; 5jRij1�1=i log jRijo ; (1)for 1 < i � w. In this setion, we show that F has near-quadrati number of topologial hanges as promised. To do



this, let us �rst fous on a spei� level of the onstrutionof F . For notational onveniene, let P = Ri, R = Ri�1,T (P ) = Fi, T (R) = Fi�1, n = jP j and r = n1�1=i, forsome 1 < i � w. It follows that T (P ) = F(P; T (R)), andjRj = minfn; 5r log ng.Let p; p1; p2; p3 2 P , t; t1; t2 2 R, andm 2 N. Let h(p1; p2)be the open halfplane to the left of the oriented line ��!p1p2.We de�nehp1; p2; p3; ti = f p 2 P j p(t) 2 �p1(t)p2(t)p3(t) g;hp1; p2; t1; t2is = f p 2 P j 9t 2 [t1; t2℄ s:t:;p(t) 2 p1(t)p2(t) g;hp1; p2; t1; t2ih = f p 2 P j 9t 2 [t1; t2℄ s:t:;p(t) 2 h(p1(t); p2(t)) g;hp;m; ti� = f �k(p(t)) j 1 � k � m g;hp;m; ti = f k(p(t)) j 1 � k � m g:We then letR1 = f hp1; p2; p3; ti j p1; p2; p3 2 P; t 2 R g;R2 = f hp1; p2; t1; t2is j p1; p2 2 P; t1; t2 2 R g;R3 = f hp1; p2; t1; t2ih j p1; p2 2 P; t1; t2 2 R g;R4 = f hp;m; ti� j p 2 P;m 2 N; t 2 R g;R5 = f hp;m; ti j p 2 P;m 2 N; t 2 R g:Finally, letX = (P;R) be the range spae withR = S1�j�5Rj .We have the following lemma.Lemma 5.1. jRj = O(n5).Proof. Consider three points p1; p2 and p3 of P . As tinreases, hp1; p2; p3; ti hanges only when some point q 2P moves in or out of the triangle p1p2p3. For any pointq, this an only happen onstant number of times. Thushp1; p2; p3; ti an hange O(n) times as t goes from �1to +1 for �xed p1; p2, and p3. There are O(n3) di�erenthoies of p1; p2; p3, implying that jR1j = O(n4). Similarlywe an prove jR2j = O(n4) and jR3j = O(n4). For anyp; q 2 P , if y(p(t)) < y(q(t)), let �(p(t); q(t)) denote the an-gle formed by �!pq and +x-diretion at time t; �(p(t); q(t))is unde�ned at t otherwise. The number of hanges to�(p) is the same as the omplexity of the upper envelopeof f�(p(t); q(t)) j q 6= p; q 2 Pg, whih an be bounded by�s(n) [16℄, where �s(�) is the maximum length of a Davenport-Shinzel sequene of order s. The value of s depends onthe maximum degree of polynomial of the trajetories ofpoints in P ; for example, s = 4 if points move linearly.For �xed p and m, as t inreases, hp;m; ti� hanges onlywhen �(q) hanges for some q 2 P . There are at most ndi�erent hoies for p and m eah, thus we have jR4j =O(n3�s(n)), whih is slightly larger than O(n4). SimilarlyjR5j = O(n3�s(n)). Putting everything together, jRj =O(n3�s(n)) = O(n5).As time t varies, the topologial struture of T (P ) mayhange: features suh as edges or triangles may appear ordisappear. The lifetime of a feature is the period betweentwo of its onseutive appearane and disappearane. If anedge or a triangle ours more than one, we ount eahourrene as a di�erent feature.By (1), Lemma 5.1, and standard results from randomsampling theory [15℄, R is a (1=r)-net of the range spae Xwith high probability. Thus we obtain the following lemmas.

Lemma 5.2. With high probability,(a) At any time, there are less than n=r points of P insideany triangle of T (R).(b) Less than n=r points of P an ross any edge ever ap-pearing in T (R) during its lifetime.() Less than n=r points of P an ever appear in h(p; q)during the period when p; q 2 R are two neighboringpoints on the onvex hull of R in lokwise order.Lemma 5.3. With high probability,(a) For any p 2 P;m 2 N; t 2 R,jhp;m; ti�j � (jhp;m; ti� \Rj+ 1) � n=r:(b) For any p 2 P;m 2 N; t 2 R,jhp;m; ti j � (jhp;m; ti \Rj+ 1) � n=r:Proof. Suppose thathp;m; ti� \R = f�i1(p(t)); �i2(p(t)); � � � ; �ih(p(t))g;where 1 � i1 < i2 < � � � < ih � m and h = jhp;m; ti� \ Rj.Let i0 = 0 and ih+1 = m+ 1. We havehp;m; ti� =  h+1[j=1h�ij�1(p(t)); ij � ij�1 � 1; ti�![f�i1(p(t)); �i2(p(t)); � � � ; �ih(p(t))g:Moreover, by properties of a (1=r)-net of X, we know thatwith high probability,jh�ij�1 (p(t)); ij � ij�1 � 1; ti�j � n=r � 1;for 1 � j � h+ 1. We thus obtainjhp;m; ti�j � (h+ 1) � (n=r � 1) + h � (h+ 1) � n=r:We an prove (b) in a similar manner.Let deg(p(t)) denote the degree of point p 2 P in T (P )at time t.Lemma 5.4. If a point p 2 P lies on an edge of T (R) attime t0, then both deg(p(t�0 )) and deg(p(t+0 )) are bounded byn=r with high probability.Proof. If p(t�0 ) or p(t+0 ) lies in the interior of onv(R),then we have deg(p(t�0 )) � n=r or deg(p(t+0 )) � n=r withhigh probability by Lemma 5.2 (a). If p rosses an edge p1p2of � onv(R) at t0, say, from inside to outside, then at t+0 ,all points adjaent to p lie in the open halfplane boundedby p1p2 that is disjoint from onv(R). It then follows fromLemma 5.2 () that deg(p(t+0 )) � n=r. A symmetri argu-ment shows deg(p(t�0 )) � n=r if p moves from the exteriorto the interior of onv(R) at t0.For a set A � P of points, let 	(A) denote the totalnumber of topologial hanges to T (A) over time. We willbound 	(P ) in terms of 	(R), where R is a (1=r)-net withrespet to the range spae X. For simpliity, we will omit thephrase \with high probability". We now bound the numberof topologial hanges indued by eah type of events asdisussed in Setion 3 and 4.



Hereditary events. Eah hereditary event either ausesto re-triangulate T (P ) inside O(1) triangles of T (R), or in-sert or delete a point of R that appears or disappears on� onv(R). By Lemma 5.2 (a) and 5.4, eah suh event in-dues O(n=r) topologial hanges. Sine eah hereditaryevent is aused by a topologial event of T (R), the totalnumber of topologial hanges indued by hereditary eventsis O(n=r) � 	(R).Crossing events. By Lemma 5.2 (b), at most n=r pointsross an edge of T (R) during its lifetime. By Lemma 5.4,eah suh event indues O(n=r) topologial hanges. Sinethere are O(	(R)+ jRj) distint edges in T (R) over the en-tire history, the total number of topologial hanges induedby rossing events isO ((n=r) � (n=r) � (	(R) + jRj)) = O(n2=r2) �	(R):Visibility events. Reall that a visibility event ourswhen there is a hange in �(p) or (p) with respet to � 2T (R) for some point p 2 P� (reall P� is the set of points ofP inside �). As disussed earlier, eah suh event indues aonstant number of topologial hanges. Therefore, we onlyneed to bound the number of visibility events.A visibility event ours due to the ollinearity of p andtwo other points q and z, where p; q and z lie within thesame fae, say �, of T (R). If � is a triangle in T (R), thenby Lemma 5.2, O(n=r) points an ever appear in � duringits lifetime. Using a lower-envelope argument as in the proofof Lemma 5.1, it an be shown that the number of visibilityevents happening to p while p 2 � is O(�s(n=r)). Sinethere are O(	(R) + jRj) triangles in T (R) over the entirehistory, the total number of visibility events inside onv(R)isO ((n=r) � �s(n=r) � (	(R) + jRj)) = O(n2 log(n)=r2) �	(R):Next, suppose a point p =2 onv(R) auses a visibilityevent. Let lt (resp. lb) be the horizontal line passing throughthe highest (resp. lowest) point of R. We distinguish twoases: (a) p lies between lt and lb and to the left (resp. right)of onv(R), and (p) (resp. �(p)) hanges; and (b) otherwise.It is easy to observe that ase (b) orresponds to a hangeof argmaxq2P �(p(t0); q(t0)) or argminq2P �(p(t0); q(t0)) attime t0. Therefore, there are O(n�s(n)) = O(n2 log n) num-ber of suh events by a similar lower-envelope argument, asin the proof of Lemma 5.1.q0 p2 ltp z q lbp1Figure 9. Shaded region is onv(R), and the thik hain is V(p).Now onsider ase (a) (depited in Figure 9). Assumewithout loss of generality that p lies to the left of onv(R).Let p1p2 be the edge on onv(R) that is hit by the ray ema-nating from p towards its right (assuming p1; p2 are in lok-wise order). Observe that p; q; z must all be in the triangle

pp1p2, and therefore p; q; z 2 h(p1; p2). Thus, during the pe-riod when p1; p2 are two neighboring points on onv(R) inlokwise order, the number of events that three points of Pin h(p1; p2) beome ollinear is O(n3=r3), by Lemma 5.2 ().If points move along algebrai trajetories, onv(R) hangesO(jRj�s(jRj)) = O(jRj2 log n) times [16℄. Therefore thereare O(n3jRj2 log(n)=r3) suh events.In total, the number of topologial hanges to the trian-gulation of P aused by visibility events is bounded byO(n3jRj2 log(n)=r3 + n2 log n) +O(n2 log(n)=r2) �	(R):Ordering events. The number of topologial hanges in-dued by an ordering event at time t0 when the y-oordinatesof two mutually visible points p and q beome equal is pro-portional to jVpq(t0)j, i.e., the number of points that arevisible from both p and q at time t0. If p and q lie inside atriangle fae of T (R), then jVpq(t0)j = O(n=r). Sine thereare O(n2) ordering events, the total number of topologialhanges indued by suh events is O(n3=r). Now assumethat p and q lie in the exterior of onv(R), and let I be theset of suh events. Obviously, jIj � n2. Denote by mi thenumber of points of R on Vpq(t0) for the i-th suh event fromI. By Lemma 5.3, the total number of topologial hangesaused by this type of events is at mostXi (mi + 2)n=r = O(n3=r) + (n=r) �Xi mi: (2)Lemma 5.5. Pi�jIjmi = O(n2jRj2 log(n)=r2):Proof. Suppose two points p and q lying outside onv(R)indue an ordering event at time t0, i.e., y(p(t0)) = y(q(t0))and p is visible from q at t0. Let z1; z; z2 2 R be threeonseutive points on onv(R) in lokwise order at t0 andz 2 Vpq(t0). Reall that h(z1; z) is the open halfplane tothe left of �!z1z. We have that p; q 2 h(z1; z) [ h(z; z2) as zis visible to both p and q. For �xed edges z1z and zz2 of� onv(R), z an only be involved in O(n2=r2) suh events,beause, by Lemma 5.2 (), only O(n=r) points ever appearin h(z1; z) (resp. h(z; z2)) during the lifetime of edge z1z(resp. zz2). Let uz be the total number of times that zis involved in suh an event. Sine onv(R) may hangeO(jRj�s(jRj)) = O(jRj2 log n) times as points in R move[16℄, we havePz2R uz = O(n2jRj2 log(n)=r2). Using a sim-ple double ounting argument, we obtain that Pi�jIjmi =Pz2R uz. This proves the lemma.It follows from the above lemma that the total number oftopologial hanges indued by ordering events is boundedby O(n3=r + n3jRj2 log(n)=r3) = O(n3jRj2 log(n)=r3):Putting everything together and substituting the valuesof jRj and r, we obtain the following reurrene for 	(P ).	(P ) � O(n2+1=i log3 n) +O(n2=i log n) �	(R):Returning to the hierarhial fan triangulation, let ni be thesize of Ri, then	(ni) � 1n2=ii log(ni)	(ni�1) + 2n2+1=ii log3 ni;where 1; 2 > 0 are onstants, andni�1 = jRi�1j = minfni; 5n1�1=ii log nig:



It an be easily veri�ed by indution that the solution to theabove reurrene is	(ni) � n2+1=ii log3i(ni)2i;where  is a large enough onstant. In partiular, for i = w,i.e. the hierarhial fan triangulation, we have	(n) = n22O(plog n�log log n):We onlude with the following main result.Theorem 5.6. Let S be a set of n points moving in R2.If the motion of S is algebrai, a triangulation of S anbe maintained that proesses n22O(plog n�log logn) topologialevents, and eah topologial event requires O(log n) time.As a speial ase of our problem, let us onsider a senarioin whih only k out of n points are moving. By extendingour previous tehnique, we an show that there exists a tri-angulation whose number of topologial hanges is roughlyO(nk). We desribe this triangulation briey.The overall framework follows that for the ase with nmoving points. The major di�erene is that, at eah levelof the hierarhial fan triangulation, instead of sampling thepoints all at one, we sample the stati and moving pointsseparately. For any point set P , let P s � P be the set ofstati points in P , and P t � P be the set of moving pointsin P .Set w = lplog k= log log nm. Let ; = R0 � R1 � � � � �Rw = S, suh that for 1 < i � w, Rsi�1 is a random subsetof Rsi of sizeminnjRsi j; O(jRij � jRti j�1=i log jRsi j)o ;and Rti�1 is a random subset of Rti of sizeminnjRti j; O(jRti j1�1=i log jRti j)o :We onstrut the hierarhial fan triangulation F of S asdesribed in Setion 4.Let ni = jRij and ki = jRtij, for 1 � i � w. By the samemethod as in [2℄, one an show that the fan triangulationF1 hanges O(k4=31 �d(n1)) = O(n1k4=31 log n1) times. Usingthis fat, and by similar analysis as above, it an be shownthat the number of topologial hanges to Fi is bounded bynik1+1=ii log3i(ni)2i for some onstant , for 1 � i � w. Inpartiular, the number of topologial hanges to the hier-arhial fan triangulation is nk � 2O(plog k�log log n). Withoutgoing into the detail, we onlude with the following theo-rem.Theorem 5.7. Let S be a set of n points in R2 , with kof them moving with algebrai trajetories of bounded de-gree. A triangulation of S an be maintained that proessesnk � 2O(plog k�log log n) topologial events, and eah topologialevent requires O(log n) time.6. ConlusionsIn this paper, we have desribed a triangulation whose num-ber of topologial hanges for a set of n moving points inR2 is bounded by n22O(plog n�log log n). Our result almostmathes the 
(n2) lower bound, and improves over the pre-viously best known result [2℄ by nearly a fator of n1=3. If

only k points of the point set are moving, the number oftopologial hanges an be redued to nk � 2O(plog k�log log n).Although the triangulation that we maintain is onep-tually simple, it is not lear how to derandomize the algo-rithm eÆiently. It will be interesting to �nd a simple de-terministi triangulation, easy to implement, and with near-quadrati number of topologial hanges. A major openproblem in this area is of ourse bounding the number oftopologial events in the Delaunay triangulation of a set ofmoving points. The best known upper bound is near ubiand the best known lower bound is quadrati [6℄.Another interesting problem is whether Steiner points anhelp to redue the omplexity of kineti triangulations. Agar-wal et al. [1℄ showed that the 
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